New B runswick Branch
National F irearms A ssociation

We feel that the 3«N«A« Act be left where is, and as lsf
untill the following conditions have been fully complied with:
1#

That the findings of "Operation Featherbed" be fully
disclosed to the Canadian public through ALL news media's«

2«

The findings of the Tauchereau Commission be made public
and immediate action be taken upon those findings«

3#

That all member's name's of the old "Ware Group" be made
public| and printed in ALL Canadian daily and weekly
newspapers«

W«

That ALL recent findings on spy activity in Canada be
made public, immediate action be taken upon those findings,
and given to ALL new's media in Canada for broa/dcast
and publication«

5«

That Pierre Klliot Trudeau resign as Prime Minister of
Canada, and be unable to take part in, dr have any voice
in any political, or group, or private association in
Canada «

6«

That all people found to have been involved in spy activity
in Canada, for the benifit of a foreign power, face the full
penilty of a spy, regardless of political, financial, or
social standing«

7.

That Canadian Politicians be proven free Canadians with
no foreign ties or influence, and fully united Provincially«

8«

That ALL of the original B.N.A. Act be in force, and
enforced in ALL of Canada before any consideration of
repatriation«
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There is a great number of "Bad Law's" passed and implemented
in Canaday within the past few decade's, that have to be repealied, or
reversed. These "Law's" have to be replaced with sound, sensible lawSi
guaranteeing the right's and freedom of law abiding citizen's of
Canada •
Our Canadian Provinces must be untied under a common,
workable agreement, and not fragmented upon the verge of breaking up
as we now are, before any repatriation of a constitution be
considered or undertaken.
The firearm owner's of Canada which represent 60$ or
better of the adult population, will take a very strong and deter-ained stand on keeping and preserving the right's and freedom's,
for a free and united Canada.

Copie's to; Hon. Margaret Thacker, Prime Minister of England,
Her Mal^styj' Queen Elisabeth

